
I have not posted for a while, but have at last got motivated…  

A Very Happy New Year to you all 
Let's make 2020 a memorable year both 

on and off the green. 
It would be traditional for me to look forward now that we are in the next decade. 
However, instead I will do a quick update on what has been going on on your green 
after the end of a long and generally successful season. 
The green came through the season in relatively good shape, with the few traditional 
problem areas shrinking! I have maintained my organic approach, using compost teas, 
molasses, a lot of liquid seaweed, fulvic acids, liquid O2 and I trialled a product called 
Liquid Gold. I also started to use a granular mini prill* organic fertiliser in the season for 
the first time. As I had no complaints, I thought I may have received a few as granular 
fertilisers are usually picked upon the bowls, I applied it every two to three weeks in the 
second half of August onwards and was impressed with the results. So, my fertiliser 
programme for 2020 will change and I will adopt this approach. 
Over the 2019 season I sprayed a fungicide twice, which was double the applications 
that I made in 2018. That was a disappointment but being British I blame the weather! 
Seriously though, in the 2019 season we did not have the long, hot, dry spell we had in 
2018, and that almost certainly was the reason. 
After the green closed it is an opportunity to carry out some intensive work on the green. 
Most of the actions I carried out were extra ones as I had adopted a regular programme 
of aeration and over-seeding throughout the last couple of months of the season. I 
managed to over-seed in particular every two weeks, at a low rate, but managed to sow 
over 50kgs of a fescue / bent mix. How much of this actually germinated and has grown 
I am not able to ascertain, but most green-keepers work on around 35% to 40%, so my 
guess would be around that level. 
During 2019 the green has improved in: 

1. Thatch levels dropped again. This is the level of dead and decaying matter 
between the green leaf and the grass roots. When I took over the level of thatch 
was a very typical average of around 35mm, give or take. It was towards the end 
of last season in places too low and divots started to appear. The thatch level is 
currently just under 10mm on average but the ends did go to nearly zero. The 
thatch levels determine how hard the surface is and in turn that determines the 
green speed. 

2. Grass density has also improved, as has grass species. We do have less Poa 
Annua and more Fescues, which are the more desirable grass species. At the 
beginning of last season I was over-sowing with pure fescue grass seed but 



towards the end of the season went with a Fescue / Bent mix. This mix should 
give the best surface in theory! There are however still some quite large patches 
where Poa is king, these patches tend to be on the ends and I will try my best to 
get some Fescue/Bents established. Never an easy thing to do! 

3. Fertilisers. I mentioned I have been using largely organic types, but in the season 
I have been using only liquids and I had not been able to source organic liquids. 
Towards the end of last season, I found Liquid Gold which is a very expensive 
liquid organic mix which I have decided to use for the 2020 season. After trialling 
Sustaine granular fertilisers in the season, with no complaints from you the 
members, I am going down that route again for 2020. So for 2020 ALL fertilisers 
will be100% organic! Hurray!! 

4. Mowing, etc. Just more of the same in reality. I try to mow 5 times or more a 
week, usually Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. 
Having once a month late green opening enables a lot more actions to be carried 
out, and I will be requesting 4 late openings for the 2020 season. Otherwise a 
mix of mowing, varying methods and various depths; verticutting; scarifying and 
mowing with the groomer on will all be used at various times. 

  My aims for 2020 are: 

1. To improve plant health, by using more seaweed and other soil conditioners. 

2. Try to increase average green speed, as presently the ends are quicker than the 
centre of the green. 

3. Try to figure out how to alter the “straight hand / bendy hand” scenario that we 
have on some rinks. That will be more difficult and maybe impossible?? 

So, I am hoping that Ringwood Bowling Club have a very successful and happy 2020 
and here is a thought for you all. 

If at least half the members introduce just one prospective member to come and try 
bowling and half of those sign up, the club would gain more than a dozen new 
members, which we really do need! 

*a pellet or solid globule of a substance formed by the congealing of a liquid during an 
industrial process. 
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